
The set includes 6PCS * candle lamp + 6PCS * frosted plastic cups + 1PCS * charger + 1PCS *6 
charging base + 1PCS * English instruction manual.

The control mode Remote control/flash speed/brightness

LED light color Yellow light Cold white light Warm white Seven color of light

The battery in detail 3.7V,200mAh polymer lithium battery

Working time Fully charged for 30 hours

Power adapter European standard, American standard (standard); Australian standard, British 
standard for choice, voltage 100-240V can be used.

Charging time 4 hours

The service life of the 80000 hours

Candle size 
(diameter * height)

4 cm * 4.6 cm

Cup size 
(diameter * height)

4.5 cm * 10 cm

Base size 
(length, width, height)

14.5 cm * 9.8 cm * 2.5 cm

custom support

Slow Flicker

Fast Flicker

Turn Off

Switch On
(Steady Glow)

Brightness
Increase

Brightness
Decrease

Remote control:
6 keys /8 keys Optional (6 keys 
remote control function: A. On/off; B. 
Flash/slow flash; C. Lighten/lighten. 8-
key remote control adds 4H/8H timing 
function)



The control mode Remote control/flash speed/brightness

The set includes
12PCS * candle lamp + 12PCS * frosted plastic 
cups + 1PCS * charger + 1PCS *12 charging 
base + 1PCS * English instruction manual.

Remote control

12 keys Remote control function: A. on /OFF; 
B.Mode(flicker/steady); C. Red, blue, green, 
orange, yellow, white, purple, colorful color 
change any color key)

LED light color Multiple light colors are available

Candle size 
(diameter * height)

4 cm * 4.6 cm

Cup size 
(diameter * height)

4.5 cm * 10 cm

Base size 
(length, width, 
height)

28.5 cm * 9.8 cm * 2.5 cm

custom support







Christmas candles
Electronic candle lamp is a new type of electronic energy saving and environmental protection candle, 
with the basic same function as real candle, no flame, no heat, can be lit for a long time. You no longer have to worry about the inconveniences and potential dangers of using real candles.

DB22-001 DB22-002 DB22-003 DB22-004 DB22-005

DB22-006 DB22-007 DB22-008 DB22-009 DB22-010



Christmas candles
Electronic candle lamp is a new type of electronic energy saving and environmental protection candle, 
with the basic same function as real candle, no flame, no heat, can be lit for a long time. You no longer have to worry about the inconveniences and potential dangers of using real candles.

DB22-017 DB22-018 DB22-019 DB22-020 DB22-022DB22-021

DB22-011 DB22-012 DB22-013 DB22-014 DB22-016DB22-015



The shell is made of paraffin wax, simulating 
candlelight wick, warm lighting, creating a 
natural and warm romantic atmosphere.

New product hot listTOP 2022

DB22-029 DB22-030 DB22-031 DB22-032 DB22-034DB22-033

DB22-023 DB22-0024 DB22-025 DB22-026 DB22-028DB22-027



New product hot list
The shell is made of paraffin wax to simulate the real candlelight wick and flickering light to create a natural and warm romantic atmosphere.

DB22-035 DB22-036 DB22-037 DB22-038 DB22-040DB22-039

DB22-041 DB22-042 DB22-043 DB22-044 DB22-045



New product hot list
LEDF8 bullet-head lamp bead is used inside the candle, which has better lighting effect than ordinary F5, long service life, no heat to avoid the occurrence of fire phenomenon.

DB22-046 DB22-047 DB22-048 DB22-049 DB22-051DB22-050

DB22-052 DB22-053 DB22-054 DB22-056DB22-055



New product hot list
The simulation of real candle flame beating, no less than the traditional candle, created by the warm and romantic atmosphere.

DB22-057 DB22-058 DB22-059 DB22-061DB22-060

DB22-062 DB22-063 DB22-064 DB22-065 DB22-067DB22-066



New product hot list
Electronic candle lamp is a new type of electronic energy saving and environmental protection candle, 
with the basic same function as real candle, no flame, no heat, can be lit for a long time. You no longer have to worry about the inconveniences and potential dangers of using real candles.

DB22-068 DB22-069 DB22-070 DB22-071 DB22-072

DB22-073 DB22-074 DB22-075 DB22-076 DB22-078DB22-077



New product hot list
The shell is made of paraffin wax to simulate the real candlelight wick and flickering light to create a natural and warm romantic atmosphere.

DB22-079 DB22-080 DB22-081 DB22-082 DB22-083

DB22-084 DB22-085 DB22-086 DB22-087 DB22-089DB22-088



New product hot list
It uses advanced LED light emitting technology and simulates the "wind pulsation" mode of wax burning, just like a real candle. 
LED light color is red, blue, white, yellow, green, purple and colorful gradient color and other options.

DB22-090 DB22-091 DB22-092 DB22-093 DB22-095DB22-094

DB22-096 DB22-097 DB22-098 DB22-099 DB22-101DB22-100



Halloween candles
To celebrate the coming of Halloween, children will dress up as a variety of lovely ghosts to knock on the door, 
asking for candy, or trick. At the same time legend of this night, all kinds of ghosts will be dressed up as  mixed with 
the masses to celebrate the arrival of Halloween, and human beings in order to make ghosts more harmonious to dress up all kinds of ghosts.

DB22-102 DB22-103 DB22-104 DB22-105 DB22-106

DB22-107 DB22-108 DB22-109 DB22-110 DB22-111

DB22-112 DB22-113 DB22-114 DB22-115 DB22-116



Thanks 
    for  
watching.

Contact  Person :  Ben

+86 13613068266  +86 (0755)23943956

ben@resor tssupp ly .com

www.resor tssupp ly .com

Rm709 ,  7 th  F loor ,  B ldg 3rd ,  HanYu For tune P laza ,  FuYong 
Town,  Bao An D is t r i c t ,  Shenzhen ,  Ch ina .

DABEN INDUSTRIAL(HK)LIMITED
                   ----Your Best Supplier


